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Make a statement—and smash the patriarchy, one stitch at a time—with these 40 feminist-
themed cross-stitching patterns! Crafty activists will love this snarky book with its 40 irreverent,
vintage-inspired cross-stitch patterns. Whether you want to proudly announce to the world that
you're a nasty woman or remind others that a woman's place is in the revolution, you’ll find edgy
slogans, sharp one-liners, and cheeky images that make fabulous wall art or wonderful
handmade gifts. An illustrated basics section will get you started, with information on materials,
tools, techniques, and framing your finished pieces.
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AUTHORINTRODUCTIONI have been surrounded by cross-stitch for most of my life. My siblings
and I grew up with baby samplers in each of our bedrooms, and as a child I would watch my
mother work on beautiful landscape scenes, quilt blocks, and traditional cross-stitch projects like
birth announcements and alphabet samplers. (It was the ’80s—there were lots of pastels.) When
I was five, she bought me a kid-friendly cross-stitch kit with a simple little butterfly design. I was
instantly hooked! I continued cross-stitching as a relaxing hobby throughout my early teens. I
lost interest because there weren’t any designs that appealed to me anymore, but I couldn’t stay
away from stitching for long. I picked it up again in my early twenties and soon decided that my
desire to stitch exactly what I wanted meant that I should start designing patterns myself.When I
began my cross-stitching career in 2010, my designs were more in line with the subversive cross-
stitch movement that began in the early 2000s. I was pairing delicate flowers and cutesy
geometrics with curse words, pop culture references, and humorous phrases. The designs were



fun and intricate, but the messages were more escapist than activist.Then the 2016 US
presidential election happened. My creations suddenly took a turn. I began seeking out phrases
with a political and specifically feminist focus. I wanted to feel empowered and inspire other
people to feel the same way. The designs ranged from hopeful phrases of gentle
encouragement to full-on NSFW rage directed at the patriarchy. They took off. When I looked at
my online sales, feedback on social media, and interactions with customers at in-person events,
I saw that I wasn’t the only one who needed these messages and the therapeutic benefits of
cross-stitch. Although the election sparked my need to create feminist designs, these patterns
go far beyond this moment in time. As I continue to focus on feminist designs, they have become
less of a reaction to current events and more of a central tenet of my art. Striving for equality will
be an ongoing battle, and the desire to lift up and support one another is timeless. Cross-stitch is
the perfect medium for these messages.In the past, cross-stitch was viewed as “women’s work.”
Learning to sew, knit, and embroider were part of a girl’s education in many parts of the world.
Many young women used cross-stitch samplers to practice alphabets and simple motifs that
they would later stitch onto clothing and household items. Needlework crafts were not only
practical; they were also used as a form of protest or an expression of patriotism. Working in
groups also allowed women to get together and discuss important topics, debate, and plan for
change. During the American Revolution, women spun their own wool to avoid using boycotted
British textiles for soldiers’ uniforms. Antislavery sewing circles were common in the antebellum
era in the US. This craftivist tradition continues into the present day, whether in the form of the
AIDS Memorial Quilt, started in 1985, or the pink PussyhatsTM made and worn by participants
in the 2016 Women’s Marches.I am thrilled to cross-stitch at a time when this traditional art form
is not only being recognized as art for its own sake but when it also allows people to express
their opinions, show support for marginalized groups, and protest. No longer seen as just
women’s work, cross-stitch is a creative outlet available to anyone who is interested in picking up
a needle and thread.As you learn to stitch and work through the patterns in this book, I
encourage you to cross-stitch in any way you want. You can work on a project slowly over weeks
or even months, picking it up when you have a chance. You can also burn through a project all in
one sitting. It can be a great way to make affordable gifts for friends and family or to decorate
your home or workspace. You can invite friends over for social stitching sessions. You may be
inspired to start designing your own patterns or even start your own business. There is no limit to
the ways you can make a statement using cross-stitch!CROSS-STITCH BASICSCross-stitch is
for everyone (just like feminism!). It is one of the easiest needle-crafts for a total beginner to pick
up. Can you sew Xs on a grid? Then you can cross-stitch! Even if sewing isn’t your thing, don’t
worry. (Confession: I can’t sew, knit, or do any other cool needlework! It’s cross-stitch or nothing
for me.) This how-to section will tell you everything you need to know, even if you’ve never
touched a needle and thread in your life.Cross-stitch is a type of embroidery, which is an
umbrella term for all crafts that involve decorating fabric with thread. While other types of
embroidery let you “paint” or “draw” with thread to make freeform images, cross-stitch involves



counting and working on a grid, and it must always be done by hand. In this way, it resembles
mosaic art, pointillism, or modern pixel art more than drawing or painting.SUPPLIESTo begin
any cross-stitch project, you only need a few supplies. Supplies for cross-stitch can be found at
any craft and fabric store, as well as at many online retailers. There are also several specialized
sites that sell cross-stitch supplies. (For a list of places to start, flip to Resources on page
119.)AIDA CLOTHAida cloth is made specifically for cross-stitch and embroidery. It is a cotton
even-weave fabric, meaning it is woven with small holes placed at even intervals. This creates a
grid of squares that will correspond exactly to the grid on a cross-stitch pattern. Adia cloth
comes in many different fabric counts, which describe the number of squares per inch in the
fabric. The projects in this book use 14-count and 16-count Aida cloth.You can find Aida in
precut sizes, the smallest (and most common) being 15 × 18 inches (38.1 × 45.7 cm). Each
pattern in this book will suggest a size and color for the Aida, but you can feel free to experiment!
In general, a higher count number will make the stitches, as well as the final project size, smaller
and the stitching more challenging. The opposite is true for smaller count sizes. Black or dark-
colored Aida can look great, but if you’re a new stitcher, it might be tougher to work with because
the holes are harder to see.It is also possible to stitch on other fabrics, such as even-weave
linen. However, I recommend Aida for beginner stitchers because the visible “grid” on linen is
much smaller and a bit more difficult to navigate. Aida makes it much easier to keep the sizes of
your stitches uniform.EMBROIDERY FLOSSYou’ll use embroidery floss to stitch your project.
Embroidery floss consists of six small strands that are twisted together. It is often made of
cotton. For the projects in this book, you will use either two or three strands at a time, depending
on the fabric count of your Aida. For pieces using 14-count Aida, you will use three strands. For
pieces using 16-count Aida, you will use two strands.Embroidery floss comes in hundreds of
colors, each with its own number. The numbering system depends on the manufacturer of the
floss. This book lists the numbers for floss from DMC®, one of the most common brands in the
US. If you are using a different brand, there are conversion charts available online to help you
match the colors, or you can eyeball them yourself. Each pattern will list the colors you’ll need for
the project, or you can create your own custom color palettes.NEEDLEThe best needles for
cross-stitching are tapestry needles. They have blunt ends and large eyes. You don’t need a
sharp needle since the Aida cloth already has holes, and the large eye of the tapestry needle
makes it easier to thread. The needle size you use will depend on the Aida count. Just like with
Aida cloth, the higher the needle size, the smaller the needle. Use a size 24 tapestry needle for
14-count Aida and a size 26 needle for 16-count Aida.EMBROIDERY HOOPAn embroidery
hoop holds your fabric taut and makes it easier to stitch. It consists of two concentric rings made
of wood, bamboo, or plastic. The outer ring has a small opening and a screw that you can
tighten or loosen. Hoops are measured by their diameter and range from 3 inches (7.6 cm) to 10
inches (25.4 cm) wide. Plastic hoops tend to be sturdier than wood or bamboo hoops and can
be used over and over again for different projects. Smaller hoops made from plastic also tend to
hold the tension on your fabric better. Instead of using a larger 10-inch (25.4 cm) hoop for an 8 ×



10–inch (20.3 × 25.4 cm) piece, try a 6-inch (15.2 cm) or 7-inch (17.8 cm) hoop and move it
around to different areas of the fabric as you stitch. For circular pieces, you may even want to
stitch in a plastic hoop and then frame in a wooden one later.Hoops are a great tool for framing
and displaying your finished piece. For a circular piece, use a wood or bamboo hoop of the size
specified for both stitching and framing. If you plan to display your piece in a traditional picture
frame instead, you can use a plastic hoop of any size. To place your fabric in a hoop, first loosen
the outer ring and separate it from the inner ring. Lay the inner ring on a flat surface, place the
fabric on top of it, and then put the outer hoop over both the fabric and the inner hoop. Press
down and then tighten the screw so that the fabric is stretched tightly, like a
drum.SCISSORSWhen it comes to cutting fabric or trimming a piece of thread, any pair of
scissors will do. If you want to be fancy, you can use embroidery scissors. These are small and
super-sharp. Their pointy ends help you snip the end of a thread without snagging the stitches
near it. You can also use them to snip individual stitches and fix any mistakes you may
make.MEASURING TOOLYou will need measuring tape or a ruler to make sure your fabric is the
right size for the project.BOBBINS (OPTIONAL)Bobbins are used for storing your embroidery
floss and keeping your floss collection neat and organized. They resemble flat spools and are
made of cardboard or plastic. You can wind your floss around them and write the floss number at
the space on the top or bottom. Bobbins are optional but especially fun if you love to organize
your craft stash.FRAMING SUPPLIESOnce your project is finished, you will want to display it
proudly for all to see. I will cover how to frame in a later section (page 23), but here is what you
will need.If you’re framing your piece in a hoop, you’ll need a wooden hoop, scissors, and paint-
on craft glue. Optional supplies include felt or fabric to cover the back of the hoop.If you’re using
a traditional frame, you’ll need a photo frame, mat board, and stitchery tape, which is a type of
double-sided tape with an adhesive that won’t damage or discolor fabric or thread. It is best to
choose a deep photo frame—one that has enough space between the glass and removable
back to hold the Aida cloth. In some cases, you will have room to insert a mat board. In other
cases, the space is tight enough to hold the piece up against the glass.PREPARING TO
STITCHNow that you have your materials, I’m sure you’re ready to get started! But before you
dive into the stitching, there are a few more things you’ll need to do.FIND YOUR STITCHING
SPOTGood lighting is very important for cross-stitch. Looking at detailed patterns and focusing
on your stitching can cause eyestrain and even migraines. (And stitching is supposed to be fun!)
It is best to sit near a window with natural sunlight or directly under a lamp or other light source. I
have a clip-on LED light with a bendy neck that I can point over my shoulder. I have even seen
people use more creative lighting solutions, like headlamps, music stand lights, or reading lights.
If you are stitching on dark-colored Aida, it will help to have an additional light source
underneath your hoop. The holes are harder to see on dark cloth, and the backlighting will really
help them stand out.
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Caitlin, “Great crafting book!. I LOVE this book. I had so much trouble picking a pattern to do
first! My favorite part is that the designs are a modern twist on classic patterns. The fonts and
borders feel vintage even though the sayings are more contemporary. The "how-to" section is
helpful too. I'm self taught and have been pretty much winging it for 6 years, so I looked it over
before starting to make sure I was doing it right. Stephanie's instructions are very clear and
concise. Can't wait to get back to stitching tonight!”

Ghost, “GET THIS BOOK, QUEEN. Every strong person NEEDS this book.Since I have been
self-isolating and quarantining myself, I figured I should try something I have always wanted to
try - cross stitching! I found a tutorial at Walmart: it was a baby fox with the words "BE BRAVE
LITTLE ONE" on it. I think it was made for a nursery (it was either that or "God Bless this House"
oof). While it turned out nice and cute, I wanted something more... me! And this book is definitely
me. It's probably the best thing I've purchased all year, and I've bought a lot of things... (you're
welcome daddy Bezos).I followed the To-Do List pretty much exactly how it is in the book. I didn't
have her colors specifically, but made do with what I had and how I wanted it to look. I also used
her design for the flower border in the second pic, but customized the inside as I wanted it to be
a gift for my grandma. This was my first time free handing letters tho, so please don't judge!!
ANYWAYS: buy the book! Its worth every penny. The directions are nice and thorough. I love that
she recommends what, where, and whom to buy from, and all of the extra detail she put into this.
It's great for beginners, intermediate, and probably advanced cross stitchers too!!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Love the projects!. I haven't made any of the projects yet, but I love the
choices and already have a list of what to make next! This is very much a liberal-craftivist book,
but I think that's a great thing and some of the quotes are so inspiring. I particularly love the
'nevertheless she persisted' and 'strong women: may we know them, may we be them, may we
raise them' designs. I'm making the latter for a friend of mine who just had a little girl as my very
first pick from the book. While most of the projects are pretty standard and expected (feminist/
political quote with a pretty floral border), there are several unexpected standouts that are more
interesting, including my favorite - a really detailed portrait style Rosie the Riveter I plan to make
once I get a little more experience in cross-stitching!”

C., “Craftivism Cross Stitching At Its Best. Comprehensive writing and instructions on cross
stitching, from getting started on a project to framing the finished piece. Ms. Rohr offers lots of
helpful tips in the opening and closing chapters of the book. The 40 patterns she has created
hold true to the aesthetic that she has upheld in her Etsy shop over the years. They are fun and
thoughtful pieces covering a wide range of ideas and feminist expression. Everyone will find
something to love about this book and the pieces to be created, whether a person new to the art
form of cross stitching or a seasoned stitcher.”



S. Price, “Great patterns. I will be creating dozens of gifts based off the patterns in this book.
Some are funny, some are inspiring, all are necessary.”

Jesse, “Fantastic. I love it! It's fantastic & a great deal to get all these patterns for this price. The
patterns are clear & easy to read. I love this artist, I love her on instagram & etsy, & I've been
really excited about this book.”

Sandra Riccardi, “To create is to resist!. Love, love, love”

Angela, “AMAZEBALLS. I have been following Stephanie on ig and Etsy for a few years now and
I’m so excited to have her book! I always recommend her to folks who are interested in cross
stitch because she makes it easy to learn and follow plus the designs are a hoot! Get it!!!”

Loula, “Awesome feminist stitching!. Love this book! First time I've had a pattern book that I want
to do nearly every piece! The instructions are clear and easy to follow - big pictures of the
finished pieces and close to scale patterns with really clear keys to follow. There a few pieces I
won't do due to their sweary nature, but they have nice borders that I want to try to adapt for
other pieces.”

Tig, “Brilliant guide. Couldn’t recommend this enough! There are patterns for experienced and
new-by cross stitchers. I have made a few already as gifts and they have been that person’s
favourite!! I can’t wait to stitch my next one”

Bats, “Brilliant, buy yourself and your stitch buddies a copy. Great book, clear directions with
pictures for newbies, a vast range of experience levels to the patterns which are clearly marked,
patterns are brilliant/ funny/ true, can’t rate it higher!”

shgadd, “Great designs, great messages. I like every single design in this book, and that is rare
for a cross-stitch book!I'm stitching the one from the front cover at the moment, instructions are
clear and the patterns easy to read. The accompanying blurb with each design is educational
and entertaining. If you're looking around for subversive cross-stitch designs and are torn
between this one and others on the market - buy this.”

Denise Harley, “Easy to read, charts are easy too. Loved this book, !Really kick arse wordings,
fun. Looks great to make and hang at home or give to friends.”

The book by Stephanie Rohr has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,097 people have provided feedback.
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